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HOW (EXACTLY) TO TRANSFORM
YOUR ACCOUNTING PROCESSES
AND BOOST PROFITABILITY
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Transforming your finance processes
doesn’t need to take months or years.
But to achieve rapid results, you need
a plan. Here are five steps that will put
you on the fast path to success.
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5 STEPS THAT WILL IMPROVE YOUR
CASH FLOW, SLASH YOUR COSTS,
AND PROTECT YOUR MARGINS
Whether your distribution company is growing,
has stalled or is in decline, each scenario has its
challenges. Whether enabling scale, securing
profit margins and cash flow, or guarding against
new competitive business models, you may not
have the time or resources to devote to a lengthy
finance transformation project.
But transformation doesn’t need to be lengthy. With
the right plan, and the right solution, you can achieve
quick results with minimal risks.
Here are the five steps you should take to improve
your finance efficiencies, deliver a better customer
experience and bring in more money – faster:
1. ASSESS YOUR CURRENT STATE
Charting your path for the future starts with understanding where you are now. Here are six questions
that will help you identify inefficiencies in your current
AR process and learn how they are impacting your
cash flow.
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i. How many employees are involved with
your collections processes?
In addition to full-time collections staff, be sure
to count other employees who follow up on
late payments. Do you hire interns at year-end?
Do your salespeople take time away from deals
because they need to collect payments in order
to get their commission checks, and what about
your customer service team?
ii. How much time does AR spend on
inefficient tasks?
You might be surprised by how many hours
disappear into your AR black hole. Consider how
often your team resends invoices to customers
– along with the time they spend searching
for, scanning, mailing, or emailing supporting
documents. Multiply those minutes by the
thousands of invoices and files each month that
are resent, and the waste quickly adds up. Plus,
with so many tedious tasks, your AR employees
may have little time to actually engage customers.
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iii. How much does paper mailing cost you each month?
As discussed earlier, a single paper invoice can cost $11.50 to process. How much
do you spend each month on the following items?
• Paper for invoices and supporting documentation
• Printing
• Envelope stuffing
• Postage
• Re-mailing invoices to customers who don’t pay on time
• Re-mailing invoices to customers who moved, made changes or didn’t receive
the initial invoice
Consider the percentage of paper invoices that you send each month and factor
it by the number of customers you anticipate will switch to e-payments. This will
show you how much you can save when you reduce your reliance on paper.
iv. What is your DSO costing you?
Here’s a quick calculation to help you determine your DSO costs:
DSO = (RECEIVABLES/AMOUNT OF CREDIT SALES) X 365
COST OF 1 DAY OF DSO = (TOTAL SALES X COST OF CAPITAL) / 365
Assuming you have $1 billion in sales, $100 million in receivables, and a blended
cost of capital of 8%, you have:
DSO = ($100M/$1B) X 365 = 36.5 DAYS
COST PER DSO DAY = ($1B X 8%)/365 = $219,178
Do your margins allow you to leave your DSO unmanaged given that a savings
of $200,000+ can be realized for each day that the DSO is reduced (based on
the financials contained in this example)? Plug in your company’s metrics and
quickly calculate the savings you could realize.
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v. Are you factoring your invoices?
Do you sell your receivables at a reduced cost when you need to get money in
now? If so, how much cash are you losing with every invoice? What would your
cash flow and margins look like if a third party wasn’t taking a cut?
vi. What technology does your AR team use?
How do you currently process invoices? Do you have a legacy payment portal
or invoice presentment tool? What is the cost to update these tools? As your
company grows, how easy will it be to scale these systems to manage a larger
number of accounts?
Your AR systems and processes likely cost more than you think. You’re not just
paying for technology, paper, and postage. When your processes are inefficient,
you harm your cash flow.
CALCULATE YOUR COST
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2 ASSEMBLE THE RIGHT TEAM
According to a study by CIO.com1, the lack of a strong team can cause your digital transformation project
to fail. The top team-related challenges include leadership that isn’t committed, resistance to change, and
a lack of talent to carry out the transformation.
To ensure that your financial transformation succeeds, you must dedicate a person to change management
– a champion. If your company is large, you may have a Change Manager. If your company is smaller, you
can assign a business analyst to this role.
Choose someone who will bridge the gap between IT, finance, accounting, and your technology vendor.
This person should take an active role in every stage of your finance transformation – from selecting a
vendor to overseeing the implementation, driving adoption, and ensuring that you hit your success targets.
Your champion will encounter people who are resistant to change. Some members of your collections and AR
teams may worry that finance transformation will put them out of a job. Alleviate these risks by showing them
how AR automation will benefit them. Tell them that your AR automation tool will put all of their account
information into one central platform so they can easily find the data they need. That way, they can spend
more time engaging important customers and less time searching for files.
3. DEFINE YOUR SUCCESS METRICS
Before you implement an AR automation tool, be clear on your expected ROI. Here are some areas where
you should look to track the success of your AR automation solution once it has been implemented:
• Does it reduce the workload of your
accounting team?

• Are customers adopting the new platform?

• Is the communication generated through the
platform an improvement over email and phone?

• Does it increase the transparency of your AR?

• Does the integration with your ERP save your
team time?
• Does the availability of this platform improve
customer relationships?
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• Do customers enjoy using the new platform?
• Does it reduce the number of printed
documents required?
• Does it lower your DSO?
• Are fewer invoices going into collections?
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AR automation can
reduce your DSO
by 5-25 days.
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Let’s look at some of these success areas in greater detail…
AR automation has been proven to reduce DSO by 5-25 days. This is because it
gives customers a convenient way to pay. Instead of printing and mailing a check
– or making an insecure credit card payment over the phone – they can log into
their account at any time to submit a payment. And they don’t need to go into
the office to process payments. With just a few swipes, they can pay you via their
mobile devices when they are out of the office or on the road.
In fact, you should expect at least 75 percent of your customers to use the portal.
Hadrian Manufacturing recently gave its customers an online payment option,
and 80 percent of them took advantage of it.
Customers will always choose the path of least resistance. Your customers will use an
online payment portal because it’s the easy option. To ensure high adoption rates,
look for a tool that customers can use from both desktops and mobile devices. Also
choose a platform that lets your customers log in without having to create an account
or remember a password.
Giving customers convenient, online payment options will help you get paid faster.
In turn, this reduces your DSO and improves your cash flow.
4. GO BEYOND A PAYMENT PORTAL
As the B2B space becomes more digital, you might have considered offering
customers a portal where they can pay invoices and check their accounts online.
Perhaps you have even tried such a portal.
Payment portals are a great step if you want to delight your customers while
getting your money in faster. However, an online payment portal won’t help you
achieve these goals if your customers don’t use it.
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Distributors tell us that many online portals offer a poor experience and make
customers jump through hoops just to submit a payment. For example, customers
may need to navigate to a link that is buried deep within your website. Or your
customers might receive unbranded invoices that make them think of spam.
Another issue with payment portals is that most are built for B2C consumers
and don’t have B2B functionality. They may not allow customers to submit short
payments or your AR team to add credit notes to an invoice.
Look for a tool that makes it easy for customers to send you a payment – whether
they want to pay by credit card online or drop a check in the mail. Your portal
should be as intuitive as Amazon and give customers on-demand access to their
accounts from both desktops and mobile devices.
Also look for an all-in-one solution that improves your entire invoice-to-cash process.
It should integrate with your other systems such as your ERP and proprietary, in-house
accounting software. Integrations allow you to leverage your existing technology
investments while you gain fast access to vital AR data.
With an all-in-one tool, you can:
• Save time. You won’t need to waste hours searching for information about
invoices and customer accounts.
• Make your invoice-to-cash process seamless as you can get rid of disparate
tools and store all of your data in one central platform.
• Minimize your points of failure. Everyone – from the CEO to your collections
specialists – will work from the same up-to-the-minute data.
• Spend less time training AR staff, as they only need to learn one tool to manage
incoming payments and customer accounts.
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5. CONSOLIDATE YOUR AR TOOLS
Your AR tools don’t just provide information about invoices and collections. They contain critical financial
data that gives all of your stakeholders a clear view of your operations.
Centralizing your disparate AR tools into one system allows you, your team and the rest of the C-suite to
quickly find the numbers that they need when they need them. A central tool is particularly useful if you have
multiple AR teams that are spread across the country. Your finance employees, sales reps, and collectors can
log in at any time to track customer accounts and invoices. Using just one tool, they can view real-time data
on the thousands of invoices that you have open on any given day.

WITH AN ALL-IN-ONE
TOOL, YOU CAN

SAVE TIME

When all of your AR data is in one place, you gain deeper insights into your finances and operations. You
can access historical trends and use this information to improve your forecasting. You can also harness
financial insights to protect your margins. For example, you can quickly identify problem accounts and
manage them in a more proactive manner.
While your ERP can serve as a centralized hub, not everyone on your team may have access to it. If you
run a legacy ERP system, it might not be available to users from their mobile devices. And select users
may only have authorization to access limited data, which may not be possible with your ERP.

As more competitors enter the market and rising interest rates eat into your margins, now is the
time to streamline your financial processes. Following the steps outlined in this section will help you
overcome your AR challenges and stabilize your cash flow.

MAKE YOUR INVOICE-TO-CASH
PROCESS SEAMLESS

MINIMIZE YOUR POINTS
OF FAILURE

More good news … this process doesn’t need to take ages to complete. With the right tools and partner,
you can see results within months or even weeks.
SPEND LESS TIME
TRAINING AR STAFF
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AN EYE-OPENING, YET TYPICAL,
DAY IN THE LIFE OF YOUR
CREDIT MANAGER
BEFORE: Too Many Systems … Too Much Wasted Time
Meet Julie.
Julie is a credit manager in the Chicago office of a large wholesale distribution company. Each month, she
and her team of five collectors oversee a few thousand customer accounts and nearly $4.5 million in past
due payments.

COLLECTOR

COLLECTOR

JULIE

Every Monday at 9:00 a.m., Julie receives a Microsoft Excel report that contains info on all of her accounts.
The massive file contains 40 columns and thousands of rows. The spreadsheet is Julie’s primary way to track
aging invoices, payments, and disputes.

CREDIT MANAGER

COLLECTOR

But the data gets old – fast.
As soon as someone runs the report, the data is stale. But Julie must rely on it for the entire week.
Julie does the best that she can with the information she has on hand. On Monday morning, she carves up
the Excel report into actionable items for the team. She performs the tedious task of importing data from
Excel into Crystal Reports. Although some of the data that Julie moves into Crystal Reports is already old,
she doesn’t have a better way to show collectors where they need to focus their follow-up efforts.
Julie spends her afternoons acting on the data and making calls to customers. Before each call, she must jump
between systems to gather information. She starts by checking a customer’s information in her spreadsheet.
Then, she logs into the ERP to cross reference each account. She also refers to Microsoft Access if she needs
a historical view of a customer’s data.
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Julie has both Excel, and Access open during calls. She also keeps the ERP handy so she can take and
review notes.
After each call, Julie updates the Excel report with information on when she can expect a payment or any
disputes that are causing delays. The information that Julie records in the spreadsheet may or may not
make it to the ERP; it depends on who is working on the account. A new collector who is not as careful as
Julie may leave notes all over the place.
With all of these steps and systems, even Julie can forget something. An incoming call can distract
Julie and cause her to miss a step. And having too many programs open at the same time slows Julie’s
computer – forcing her to write notes on the nearest piece of paper. If Julie doesn’t have time to doublecheck every note and system, her team won’t have the information they need when they follow up on
aging accounts.
As the week goes on, the data that Julie and her team rely on gets older and older. That’s why they often
waste time following up with customers who have already submitted payments. But, since the Excel file is
out of date, they won’t have a record of the payment until the following Monday. It’s no wonder that both
customers and Julie’s team are frustrated.
All of this jumping around also limits the number of customers that Julie can engage with on any given
day – along with the amount of money that she can bring in.
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AFTER: More Efficient Systems = Faster Payments
and Less Effort Needed from Collections
Meet Julie … two months later.
Her CFO approved the purchase of an AR automation
system so customers can make payments and
manage their accounts online. Customers can log
into the online portal at any time and use selfservice features to solve problems and get answers
without calling Julie’s team for support.
The system stores all AR data – from incoming
payments to aging invoices – in one location that
Julie and her team can access from their desktops
and mobile devices. With all of her data centralized,
Julie no longer needs the Excel report on Monday
mornings. She can log into her AR automation tool at
any time for up-to-the-minute data on every account
and immediately see which ones need her attention.
Julie stopped using Access, as the AR automation
platform contains all of her data and notes. It also
integrates with the ERP and syncs open receivables
data in real time. Now, Julie doesn’t need to refer
to ERP data before she calls a customer.

The best part? Fewer items are going into
collections in the first place. About 85 percent of
Julie’s customers use the online portal to submit
payments faster. If a customer doesn’t pay on time,
the system will automatically send them an email
or text notification. Thanks to these alerts, more
customers pay invoices before Julie’s team needs to
get involved. In fact, her company has moved some
collectors to different roles and higher-value projects.
Meanwhile, Julie and her team can focus on laterstage collections. Since she has greater visibility
into each account, she can see if a customer
logged into the portal, opened a late payment
notification, or submitted a dispute. She can also
apply incentives to specific accounts – such as
discounts and credit card payment options – that
make it easier for customers to pay.
The ability to view real-time data in a single, central
location has greatly improved Julie’s working
experience. Instead of jumping between systems,
she can spend more time engaging customers and
developing her team.

Since Julie’s team has access to real-time data,
they no longer waste time calling customers whose
accounts are fully paid. As soon as a customer makes
an online or electronic payment, the system reflects it.
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LOOKING AHEAD
An AR automation tool can help you get paid faster while you reduce
the burden on your in-house team. Ultimately, this helps you improve
your cash flow and protect your margins. The next section of this guide
will show you exactly how you can achieve these results (quickly and with
minimal risk).
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CIO.com: 12 reasons why digital transformations fail,
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